While Whistler may be best known for its world-famous Whistler Mountain Bike Park and renowned events like Crankworx, it also has its share of well-kept secrets. Beyond the Park, over 300 km of BC’s finest singletrack climbs high into the alpine and descends through supernatural forests. Off the bike, step into the bars, and patios where a community that’s genuinely pedal-powered come together. Discover mountain biking on every level.
WHISTLER MOUNTAIN BIKE PARK

The number one lift-accessed trail network in the world gives you more reasons than ever to make the pilgrimage. From the striking Top of the World alpine trail all the way down to the village, there are trails for every rider and ability.

WHISTLER CROSS COUNTRY MOUNTAIN BIKING

If you aren’t afraid to pedal, Whistler will reward you with one of the most diverse and vast trail networks in the world. Ride loamy rainforests into the alpine, then descend granite rock rolls and hero dirt past supernatural scenery.

THE WHISTLER EXPERIENCE

This place is about more than just the best riding in the world. When you’re not riding, you can explore beautiful lakes, beaches and hiking, then cap off the day with dining and nightlife in an electric mountain village.